PROPOSED AMENDMENT

SENATE AMENDMENTS TO H.B. 2205

(Reference to House engrossed bill)

1 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert:
2   "Section 1. Repeal
3       Section 12-713, Arizona Revised Statutes, is repealed.
4   Sec. 2. Title 12, chapter 6, article 12, Arizona Revised Statutes, is
5       amended by adding a new section 12-713, to read:
6       12-713. Providers of emergency services; civil liability
7       A PERSON, A SERVICE PROVIDER OR AN EQUIPMENT PROVIDER IS NOT LIABLE FOR
8       DAMAGES IN ANY CIVIL ACTION FOR INJURIES, DEATH OR LOSS TO A PERSON OR
9       PROPERTY THAT ARE INCURRED BY ANY PERSON AND THAT RESULTED FROM OR WERE
10       CAUSED BY ANY ACT OR OMISSION IN THE PROVISION OF AN EMERGENCY SERVICE,
11       REGARDLESS OF TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM, THAT RECEIVES, DEVELOPS, COLLECTS OR
12       PROCESSES INFORMATION FOR THE SERVICE'S LOCATION INFORMATION DATABASES,
13       RELAYS, TRANSFERS, OPERATES, MAINTAINS OR PROVIDES EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION
14       SERVICES OR SYSTEM CAPABILITIES, OR PROVIDES EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS OR
15       SERVICES FOR AMBULANCES, POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS OR OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY
16       ENTITIES, EXCEPT IN THE CASES OF WANTON OR WILFUL MISCONDUCT."
17 Amend title to conform
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